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Abstract 

The objective of this study is to reveal the semantic roles of the Indonesian cigarette 

advertising slogan, and find out the semantic role arrangement which is mostly used. The 

investigation reveals that there are nine role arrangements. The role arrangement that is 

mostly used is theme-link-associate which covers 23%. 
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Abstrak 

Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengungkap peran semantik slogan iklan rokok 

Indonesia, dan mengetahui susunan peran semantik yang paling banyak digunakan. 

Penyelidikan mengungkapkan bahwa ada sembilan pengaturan peran. Susunan peran 

yang paling banyak digunakan adalah theme-link-associate yang mencakup 23%. 

Kata kunci: tata bahasa fungsional sistemik, peran semantik, slogan iklan 

 

 

A. Background 

These days, advertisements have been booming in the society. It causes the society 

to get informed about the products. The advertisements are aimed at influencing the 

society to use such products. However, the products advertised are not only those for all 

ages like the newest camera, fashion, food. The advertisements are also used to advertise 

products for adults such as alcohol, cigarette, tonic, condom, and others. 

Advertising in Indonesia seems more developing every year. This was proved by 

appearing many creative advertisers who made many advertisements more than what the 

prospective consumers think. Those advertisements almost attract the consumers to do 

the purchase of the product advertised. Those kinds of product might be performed with 
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certain attractive words and absolutely with wider meanings among the prospective 

consumers. This has motivated the writer to analyze more deeply toward some advertising 

texts especially cigarettes.  

 

B. Scope of the Study 

This study serves specific explanation that advertising texts have semantics roles 

to be communicated to the prospective consumers by the advertisers. Thus, it focuses on 

semantics fields. 

 

C. Problem Formulation & Objective of the Study 

In this research, there is one problem to be investigated i.e., what are the semantic 

roles used in the analyzed Indonesian cigarette advertising slogans? Thus, the objective 

of the study is to analyze the semantic roles of Indonesian cigarette advertising slogans. 

 

D. Literature Review 

1. Advertisement as a Communication Media 

Nowadays, many interesting advertisements have appeared in certain products. 

Advertisements are used to introduce the products and attract the consumers although 

they have their own choices of other brands. A tool of communication of advertising 

comes to promote commercial goods and services. It can also be used to inform, educate 

and motivate the public about commercial products. Advertising justifies its existence 

when used in the public interest - it is much too powerful tool to use solely for commercial 

purposes. 

The public communication of advertisement is done between advertisers and 

consumers especially prospective consumers. Leech (1966: p.33) stated ‘Consumer’ here 

is a coverall term for a vast audience often running into millions. The ‘advertiser’ is not 

a single person, but an abstract assemblage of people: the organization which 

commissions and pays for the advertising. It is clearly explained the description of who 

are exactly the advertiser and consumers as the subjects connected the advertisement 

communications. The advertisers play the role as the first person and the consumers play 

a role as the second person who is targeted advertisement communication. So, the writer 

will mention these subjects into the analysis about syntactic functions and semantic roles 
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of Indonesian advertising texts. 

The statements above show the early emergence of advertisement, and it becomes 

communication media for the purpose of persuasion and promotion on many things. 

Automatically, advertising is developed as communicating messages to the readers and 

getting their good responses. Moreover, the advertisement on Cigarette, Condom and 

Tonic product communicates the different directions between one reader and others as 

the targeted consumers. 

 

2. Indonesian Advertising Today 

Indonesian advertising is getting more popular from time to time. Some new 

electronic media made some developments for advertising world. Halliday (1985: p.40) 

shared that adults read written language primarily for action, information, and 

entertainment. In this case, the advertisement text is one example of public notices which 

is primarily served with written language as the information. Tinarbuko (2008: p.10) 

stated that advertising tells the message in both verbal and visual, hence it must be design 

as artistic as possible. The statement above was very important in order to rise up the 

consumers’ interest without any misinterpretation of meaning among them. 

Tinarbuko (2008: p.11) also shared five characteristics of advertisement which are 

the visual as the culture existence for Indonesian people. They are: first, the ads can 

perform so attractive, communicative, effective, persuasive and contextual; second, ads 

must be able to educate the society according to the given message; third, its existence 

can be received by all people; fourth, it is important to obey the Indonesian ads etiquette; 

fifth, it needs to follow official custom and tradition, appreciate the morality and 

emphasize local culture learning. These characteristics reflected that the ads are not made 

haphazardly. But they should contain some consideration about everything related to 

Indonesian learning although the fact sometimes shows the opposite. 

Focusing on the Indonesian usage in advertisement text, this language produced 

many kinds of words varied to create interesting phrases, clauses, and even sentences. It 

could be used by certain advertisers in Indonesia to make much profit as possible for 

developing the advertisement world especially in developing country, Indonesia. 

Moreover, these phrases, clauses, or sentences are advertised to communicate adults’ 

products which are Cigarettes, Condoms, and Tonic for Men advertising text. 
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3. Semantics 

After discussing the syntactic functions, the writer put the theory in terms of 

semantic especially analyzing the semantic roles inside the Indonesian advertising texts. 

A little bit information of semantic terms has already been mentioned in certain syntactic 

functions. Understanding the semantic roles is needed to know two main parts of 

proposition. It is concerned with an area of grammar where syntax interacts with 

semantics. Here the detailed explanations are given. 

 

a. Proposition 

 Semantic roles are found in a sentence. In fact, the syntactic/grammatical 

functions inside the sentence form a meaningful proposition. Kreidler (1998: p.62) 

defined, “A sentence contains certain information, but the same information can be 

presented in different sentences and in parts of sentences; the information presented, apart 

from the way it is presented, is called a proposition.” It is clearly seen that understanding 

the proposition about the way it presented is especially something meaningful. 

Kreidler (1998: p.66) also theorized, “Every simple sentence - every proposition 

- has one predicate and a varying expression, or arguments.” In the same sense, 

proposition mainly contains two parts. They are predicate and arguments. Aarts (1997: 

p.85) said that elements that require the specification of the participants in the proposition 

expressed as predicates but the participants themselves as arguments. Predicate in a 

proposition refers to the specification of the participants. Aarts (1997: p.85) added 

predicate is divided into three types: they are one-place predicate (or monadic predicate), 

two-place predicate (or dyadic predicate), and three-place predicate (or triadic predicate). 

The number- place predicate show a number of how many arguments presented with the 

predicate. In one-place predicate, the predicate requires the presence of one argument, 

and others. Those rules are also called as valency theory by Kreidler (1998: pp.67-68) 

such as valency zero, valency one, valency two, and valency three or more. 

 

b. Semantic Roles 

In semantic analysis, the writer has already presented the detailed theory about 

proposition above. The proposition is used to find out argument and predicate inside the 

sentence which later for analyzing the roles. Kreidler (1998: p.66) highlighted, “The 
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meaning of a predicate is determined in part by how many arguments it may have and 

what role those arguments have.” To know how many arguments the proposition may 

have, the valency theory above can explain it. 

The writer put the information of semantic roles to be considered in semantic 

analysis. As Kreidler (1998: p.82) argued that not surprisingly, there are differences in 

the number of semantic roles recognized by different writers and in the names given to 

these roles; that is why semantic roles have been called semantic cases, thematic roles, 

participant roles, or thematic functions by other linguists. Furthermore, certain roles of 

those arguments are done by understanding the semantic roles inside the proposition. Here 

the table of semantic roles is presented below. 

 

Actor The role of an argument that performs some action without affecting 

any other entity. Sylvia left. 

affected The role of an argument that undergoes a change due to some event 

or is affected by some other entity. A window broke. Tom broke a 

window. Betty likes opera. Opera delights Betty. 

affecting The role of an argument that, without any action, affects another 

entity. Betty likes opera. Opera delights Betty. 

Agent The role of an argument that by its action affects some other entity. 

Tom broke a window. 

associate The role of an argument that tells the statues or identity of another 

argument, the theme: Roger is a student. 

Effect The role of an argument that comes into existence through the action 

of the predicate. Tillie baked a pie. 

Place The role of an argument that names the location in which the action 

of the predicate occurs. The fireman climbed a ladder. 

Theme The role of an argument that is the topic of a predicate that does not 

express action - a stative predicate. Audrey is a computer expert. 

Table 2.4.2 Semantic Roles based on Kreidler (1998: p.70) 

 

There are eight semantic roles to be explored deeper. All roles are purposed to some 

arguments in every proposition. To serve complete understanding, the writer compared 
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the thematic roles with the semantic roles as named by different linguist. In semantic 

roles, there are some roles which have the same sense and also other roles which have 

certain specifications compared in thematic roles. In the next discussion, the writer shared 

such combination of these two roles in general and it became the main theory to analyze 

the data. 

 

i. Actor 

The first role is Actor. This role is mentioned by Kreidler (1998: p.69) who 

theorized that actor is a role that carries out the action. Kreidler (1998: p.70) also added, 

“Actor is the role of an argument that performs some action without affecting any other 

entity.” Finding the role of actor, it was indicated by an argument in a proposition. The 

information above was certain explanation and reason why this role of patient is called as 

the role affected. For example, the proposition Ronald wakes up which has the role of 

actor on the predicate Ronald because this role affects nothing. 

Second, another role is affected. Kreidler (1998: p.70) pointed out, “Affected is the 

role of an argument that undergoes a change due to some event or is affected by some 

other entity.” This definition may show that it undergoes certain influences through what 

the predicate affects. For the detail knowledge, the writer put certain examples of 

proposition that used the role of affected. For example, a proposition Tom broke a window 

has the role of affected on the predicate window. Another example in Indonesian, a 

proposition Para mahasiswa mengagumi lukisan itu (College students like that painting.) 

has the role of affected on the argument para mahasiswa. 

 

ii. Affecting 

Next role is affecting. Kreidler (1998: p.70) defined, “the role of an argument that, 

without any action, affects another entity.” In this case, this role makes some influence 

without any action done by the argument in a proposition. For the detail knowledge, the 

writer put the same examples of proposition as used on the role of affected to describe 

this role. 

1. Betty likes Korean drama. 

(The role of affecting is found in the argument Korean drama) 
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2. Drama Korea itu disukai Betty. 

(The role of affecting is found in the argument drama Korea.) 

 

iii. Agent 

The fourth role is Agent. Aarts (1997: p.88) said, “Agent is the ‘doer’ or instigator 

of the action denoted by the predicate.” This role has the same sense and name as 

explained in semantic roles (i.e., agent, too). Kreidler (1998: p.70) explained, “Agent is 

the role of an argument that by its action affects some other entity.” It is totally different 

with the role of actor through giving affect or influence to other entities in a proposition. 

For the detail knowledge, the writer put certain examples of proposition that used the role 

of agent. 

1. Max kicks the ball. 

(The role of agent is indicated in the argument Max. This argument affects the 

second argument the ball.) 

2. Bola ditendang Max. (The ball is kicked by Max.) 

(The role of agent is indicated in the argument Max. This argument affects the first 

argument bola) 

 

iv. Associate 

The fifth role in general is Associate. In thematic roles, Aarts (1997: p.88) defined, 

“Experiencer is the living entity that experiences the action or event denoted by the 

predicate.” It refers to an argument experiences in a proposition. It is called as the role of 

experience in semantic roles. Kreidler (1998: p.70) theorized, “Associate is the role of an 

argument that tells the status or identity of another argument.” It described that this role 

experiences as an argument telling the status or identity to another entity in a proposition. 

And the roles of associate, link, and theme produce certain equational propositions. 

Kreidler (1998: p.72) explained, “Theme and identity can be reversed to create sentence 

that differ only in focus.” For the detail knowledge, the writer put certain examples of 

proposition used the role of associate. 

 

1. Roger is a student. 
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(The role of associate is found in the predicate a student) 

2. Meylan mahasiswa sastra Unika. (Meylan is Literature student of Unika.) 

(The role of associate is found in the predicate mahasiswa sastra Unika) 

 

v. Effect 

Sixth, another role is Effect. In thematic roles, Aarts (1997: p.88) pointed out, 

“Benefactive is the entity that benefits from the action or event denoted by the predicate.” 

The benefit means that it gives something or result or effect and this becomes a reason 

why this role is called as the role of effect in semantic roles. Kreidler (1998: p.73) 

explained that Effect comes into existence because of the action. For the detail 

knowledge, the writer put certain examples of proposition used the role of effect. 

1. He revised his thesis all night. 

(The role of effect is indicated in the predicate his thesis.) 

2. Ayah membuat salad sayur. (Father makes a vegetable salad.) 

(The role of effect is indicated in the predicate salad sayur.)  

 

vi. Place (Goal/Source/Locative) 

Seventh, the role of Place is called and divided into three roles; they are the role 

of Goal, the role of Source, and the role of Locative. Aarts specifically explains the roles 

of place and it is concluded into a role of place by Kreidler. Aarts (1997: p.88) shared, 

“Goal is the location or entity in the direction of which something moves.” It indicates 

clear information of a place where the predicate is purposed by its argument. Aarts (1997: 

p.88) also said, “Source is the location or entity from which something moves.” It 

indicates the source from where the predicate moves by its argument. Aarts (1997: p.88) 

told, “Locative is the specification of the place where the action or event denoted by the 

predicate is situated.” It indicates the detail of place where the predicate is situated by its 

argument. For the detail knowledge, the writer put certain examples of proposition used 

each role of place. 

1. They have a journey to the west. 

(The role of place-Goal is indicated on the argument to the west.) 

2. This fresh water is got from Ungaran mountain range. 
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(The role of place-Source is shown in the argument from Ungaran mountain 

range in a proposition above.) 

3. Tugu Muda berada di Semarang, Jawa Tengah. (Tugu Muda is on Semarang, 

Central Java.) 

(The role of place-Locative is indicated in the argument di Semarang, Central 

Java as seen in a proposition above.) 

 

vii. Theme 

The eighth role is theme. In thematic roles, Aarts (1997: p.88) explained, “Theme 

is the entity that is moved by the action or the event denoted by the predicate.” This 

thematic role has the same sense with semantic role of theme, too. Kreidler (1998: p.70) 

also added, “Theme is the role of an argument that is the topic of a predicate that does not 

express action - a stative predicate.” As described before, this role can produce an 

equational proposition with roles of link and associate. For the detail knowledge, the 

writer put the same examples of proposition as used in the role of theme. 

1. Audrey is a computer expert. 

(The role of theme is found in the predicate a computer expert.) 

2. Sujiwo Tejo seniman terkenal. (Sujiwo Tejo is a famous artist.) 

(The role of theme is found in the predicate Sujiwo Tejo.) 

 

viii. Link 

The final role of instrument is stated out by Aarts as one of all nine thematic roles. 

Aarts (1997: p.88) explained that instrument is the medium by which the action or event 

denoted by the predicate is carried out. In this case, it has the same sense with a role of 

link in semantic role. Through a proposition, this role can be found in the predicate. 

Kreidler (1998: p.76) described, “The predicate merely acts as a link between one 

argument, a theme, and another argument, its associate and the predicate are a linking, or 

relational, predicate.” It is clearly shown that instrument or link is a role which is indicated 

in the proposition of predicate. For the detail knowledge, the writer put certain examples 

of proposition that used the role of instrument or link. 

1. Christopher is an employee of Trans Corp. 
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(The role of link is found in the predicate employee of.) 

 

2. Gading anak laki-laki dari Roy Marten. (Gading is a son of Roy Marten.) 

(The role of link is found in the predicate anak laki-laki dari.) 

 

  

E. Data Collection 

Conducting this research in Semarang, the writer designed a research model which 

is in the form of qualitative research focusing on documentary study. Creswell 

(2003:pp.74, 179) pointed out, “In a qualitative project, the writer described a research 

problem that can best be understood by exploring a concept or phenomenon. Qualitative 

inquiry employs different knowledge claims, strategies of inquiry, and methods of data 

collection and analysis.” 

In fact, there were some interesting findings in this research. All Indonesian 

advertisements were taken from the adult products around the consumers. They would 

reveal how the prospective consumers perceive the meanings of the messages in the 

advertisements whether they are positive or negative connotatively. Based on such 

consideration, the writer chose qualitative approach to analyze the data that she obtained 

from the public media. 

 

F. Data Analysis 

In this qualitative approach, the writer focused on the explanation of the relation 

between syntactic functions and semantic roles analyzed on each chart. The writer used 

the slogans of 6 Indonesian cigarette brands. 
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G. Semantic Role Analysis 

The analyses of semantic roles are described in every Indonesian cigarette 

advertisement slogan. On each advertising texts, the analyses are explained one by one in 

every sentence by some tables and their interpretation below. 

 

1. Galan Cigarette Advertising Slogan 

In the Galan cigarette advertisement slogan, the writer analyzes two propositions 

in the following tables. Each table also serves certain roles arrangements below. 

Advertising Slogan 
Udah Nggak Jamannya 

[no time to] 

Main Kasar 

[act violently] 

Proposition argument 1 argument2 

Semantic Role description theme 

 

There is the argument udah nggak jamannya that has the semantic role of description. It 

describes where the entity is in the proposition above. This adverb of time highlights 

certain specifications of the second argument in the proposition above. This argument 

precedes the predicate main kasar roles as theme. The proposition is determined as one-

place predicate. 

Advertising Slogan 
Semua 

[everything] 

Ada 

[has] 

Seninya 

[its art!] 

Proposition argument 1 predicate argument2 

Semantic Role theme link associate 

 

In the second Galan cigarette advertisement slogan, the writer finds a two-place 

predicate where it shows two arguments and a predicate. Theme is a semantic role in the 

first argument. The advertisers are clearly seen that they make a connection among the 

propositions in cigarette advertisement text. The second argument has a role of associate. 

This reflects the product itself. And the predicate ada has a role of link to connect both 

arguments. The whole proposition indicates the identity of the product to be known by 
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prospective consumers. 

 

2. Dji Sam Soe Cigarette Advertisement Slogan 

In the first Dji Sam Soe cigarette advertisement slogan, the writer analyzes two 

propositions in the following tables. The semantic roles arrangements are served below. 

Advertisement Slogan (Dji Sam Soe) kebanggaan atas  

[pride in] 

karya sempurna  

[the perfect work] 

Proposition argument 1 predicate argument2 

Semantic Role theme link associate 

 

First, the proposition highlights two arguments with a predicate. This proposition 

shows that these arguments are described each other. The first argument tells a semantic 

role of theme which points out the product itself. It precedes the role of link in the 

predicate. The second argument serves a semantic role of associate because it indicates 

the identity of the product related to the prospective consumers targeted. 

Advertisement Slogan (Dji Sam Soe) Mahakarya Indonesia 

[masterpiece of Indonesia] 

Proposition argument1 argument2 

Semantic Role theme associate 

 

Describing the same role arrangement, the second argument shows the identity of 

the product. It becomes a reason why it is determined as a semantic role of associate. This 

role identifies the first argument Dji Sam Soe which is deliberately used to attract the 

prospective consumers’ attention. In addition, the first argument has a semantic role of 

theme. 

 

3. Sampoerna, Cigarette Advertising Slogan 

Next, a cigarette advertisement text has two tables of propositions to analyzed one 

by one below. In this advertisement text, the writer finds the same propositions in these 

tables below. 
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Advertising Slogan Asyiknya  

[how nice] 

kenaikan harga 

[increasing cost] 

Proposition argument 1 argument2 

Semantic Role description theme 

 

Theme is a semantic role in the second argument. It is used to point out the first 

argument which refers to the product itself. A semantic role of description is indicated in 

this first argument. This kind of proposition is frequently found in cigarette advertising 

texts as the main role in the proposition above. 

Ad Text (Sampoerna) Teman Yang Asyik 

[nice friend] 

Proposition argument 1 argument2 

Semantic Role theme associate 

 

Based on the table, the writer finds another semantic role of associate to highlight 

the same product. It is determined in the second argument teman yang asyik. To get a 

closer approach, the advertisers point out another identity of the product as a nice friend 

to the prospective consumers. And theme roles the first argument Sampoerna. It 

emphasizes the product. 

 

4. Sejati GOLD Cigarette Advertising Slogan 

The next cigarette advertising text, it is found four sentences which are examined 

on each proposition. 

Advertisement slogan (Sejati GOLD) 
Halus Terasa 

[feels smooth] 

Proposition argument predicate 

Semantic Role theme description 

 

This one-place predicate consists an argument and a predicate as seen in the 

proposition above. A predicate has a semantic role of description. This role describes the 

argument especially about the product itself. It refers to what the prospective consumers 

taste after consuming the cigarette advertised. An argument role as theme. It becomes the 

main role in the whole proposition above. 
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Advertisement 

Slogan 
(you) 

genggam dengan bangga 

[hold proudly] 
(Sejati GOLD) 

Proposition argument 1 predicate argument2 

Semantic Role agent action affected 

 

Second, the writer finds the role arrangement agent-action-affected. In this case, 

the predicate has a semantic role of action. Genggam is an action without giving any 

influence to the first argument. The first argument has the role of agent. It describes the 

activity which is done by the first argument or the prospective consumers. The second 

argument has a semantic role as affected. The whole proposition focuses to the product 

advertised as the main role. 

Advertisement Slogan 
90 dari 100 target konsumen 

[90 of 100 targeted consumers] 

menerima dan menyukai 

[receive and like] 
(Sejati Gold) 

Proposition argument 1 predicate argument2 

Semantic Role affected affect affecting 

 

Next, a two-place predicate is determined by the table which the proposition has 

two arguments and a predicate. The first argument has a semantic role of affected related 

to the prospective consumers. The second argument affect the first argument in a 

predicate. The second argument has a semantic role of affecting. This second argument 

itself highlights the product advertised. In addition, the predicate has two verbs to be 

shown in a role of affect. These verbs affect the prospective consumers related to the 

product communicated. 

Advertisement Slogan (Sejati GOLD) 
Emang Bikin Bangga 

[really make proud] 
(you) 

Proposition argument 1 predicate argument2 

Semantic Role affecting affect affected 

 

The last analysis in this cigarette advertisement text shows the different 

proposition. In the first argument, the product name roles as affecting. A role of affect in 

a predicate is followed by the second arguments. As the result, the prospective consumers 

have a semantic role of affected where it affects the first argument in this proposition. It 

means that the main role refers to the prospective consumers. 
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5. Gudang Garam International, Cigarette Ad-Text 

The sixth advertising text has two propositions to be analyzed. The writer serves 

two tables of analyses to examine each semantic role. 

Advertising Slogan (you) 
Tak Pernah Mundur 

[never give up] 

Dari Laga  

[from the game] 

Proposition argument 1 predicate argument2 

Semantic Role actor action place-source 

 

Certain roles are analyzed in a two-place predicate. The first argument is examined 

as the prospective consumers targeted. This argument has a semantic role of actor which 

acts in the predicate. The predicate has a semantic role of action. In this case, the second 

argument has a role of place especially role of source. The second argument dari laga 

describes the specification of a place where the action denoted by the predicate is carried 

out by the first argument or the prospective consumers. 

 

Advertising 

Slogan 

Pria 

[Men] 

Punya 

[have] 

Selera 

[taste] 

Proposition argument 1 predicate argument2 

Semantic Role theme link associate 

 

In the second table, the writer finds a predicate where this two-place predicate has 

a semantic role of link. This role connects two arguments. The first argument has a role 

as theme which explains the prospective consumers especially for men. The second 

argument has a role of associate. It explains the identity of the prospective consumers 

especially the proper taste for Men related to the product. 

 

6. Surya 12Premium Cigarette Advertisement Slogan 

In this final advertising text, the writer finds a proposition which is the same with 

some analyses about cigarette advertising texts before. 
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Advertisement 

Slogan 
(you) 

taklukkan 

[conquer] 

tantanganmu 

[your challenge] 

Proposition argument 1 predicate argument2 

Semantic Role agent action affected 

 

An analysis in this cigarette advertisement text shows the only one proposition. In 

the first argument, the prospective consumers have a role as agent which does an action 

in a predicate. The predicate roles as action as seen in the second argument tantanganmu. 

As the result, the second argument refers to the prospective consumers which has a 

semantic role of affected. The role of action is done by the first argument itself in this 

proposition. It means that the advertisers point out the prospective consumers as the main 

role to be advertised in the proposition above. 

 

H. General Finding of Semantic Roles 

From the analyses in many tables above, the writer examines all semantic roles in 

every proposition and counts for a finding of the most roles usage in Indonesian cigarette 

advertisement slogans. Through the percentage of semantic roles on each proposition, the 

writer concludes the analyses into a table. Here the percentage of semantic roles usage is 

presented. 

No. Roles in Propositions Usage Percentage 

1.  Description-Theme 2 15% 

2.  Theme-link-associate 3 23% 

3.  Theme-associate 2 15% 

4.  Theme-Description 1 8% 

5.  Agent-Action-Affected 2 15% 

6.  Affected-Affect-Affecting 1 8% 

7.  Affecting-Affect-Affected 1 8% 

8.  Actor-Action-Place/Source 1 8% 

 13 100% 

 

From the table of percentage above, the writer finds that there are nine role 

arrangements. The role arrangement that is mostly used is theme-link-associate which 

cover 23%.  
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I. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis, the writer concluded that there are nine role arrangements. The role 

arrangement that is mostly used is theme-link-associate which covers 23%.  

 

J. Suggestions 

Since the cigarette advertising slogan is very masculine, the writer suggests that a similar 

analysis of Indonesian advertising slogans on more feminine products like sanitary napkin, 

menstruation drink, and femininity area soap can be an interesting study. 
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